
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PINK BEACH TOUR 

TYPE: SHARING TOUR 
MIN PARTICIPANT: 2 PEOPLE 
PICK UP AREA : SENGGIGI & MATARAM 
PICK UP TIME: 07.45 – 08.15 
RETURN AROUND: 17.00 

VISITED OBJECTS: 
 is a small island located on the east of Lombok. There are three small hills on the island. Gili petelu 

is a coral island formed and has a hilly contour which has a very beautiful and enchanting view from above. The 
sea water is clear blue and calm. Beautiful colorful fish can be seen from the boat. The white sandy beach scratched 
along the island.  

 offers beautiful undersea views with their vast coral reefs, completed with their whole pristine 

ecosystem with exotic colorful coral fishes swim across the reefs. In Gili Gambir, you may explore the beauty of 
undersea garden by snorkeling at shallow depth. You can touch the colorful fishes and coral reefs. If they were 
lucky, turtles may also pass by that they can cuddle with. 

is a virgin beach on the East of Lombok. It is located on Lombok mainland, but can be 

reached only by boat. The white sandy beach scratched along the area offers you a great place for relax, playing in 
the beach, swimming at the calm clear sea water.  

is located in a small village called Sekaroh, Jerowaru on Ekas Peninsuala. The 

sand here actually pink-tinged and looks really lovely. The color gradation of white, pink, turquoise, and blue create 
a great composition for making pictures. Pink Beach has calm water with a lovely view of Mount Rinjani in the 
distance. The beach is protected because it is located in a bay, shielding it from huge waves that might reach this 
beach. It is an excellent place for swimming and snorkeling. At the end of the beach there is a little hill which takes 
literally a few minutes to walk up. Tangsi is one of the cliffy and hilly beaches offers you beautiful open sea view. 
It has the most stunning panoramic views. There are Limestone Rocks jut out from the peninsula. There are also 
small islets dotted in tri-coloured waters. 

seen pinkish at morning and evening when wave dampen the sand that affected by 

sunshine. The pink color caused by the decaying of red algae that mix with the sand beach. It has not too long 
coastline and it is squeezed by two small hills. The texture of the sand is very smooth that very suitable for 
sunbathing. At the end of the beach, there is a coral reef that is very cool to take a picture. That is why Segui beach 
is a Hidden Paradise in Lombok Island. 

 is a very tiny island formed by the white sand appear only in a low tide. When it is high tide, the island 

is disappeared. You may find many sea stars and sea birds around the island. It is not a place for snorkeling, but as 
it is an extraordinary object, it is worth to see it.  
PLEASE BRING CHANGING CLOTHS N GOOD FLIPPER 

INCLUDED: AC coach, English speaking staff, Boat, Lunch, Mineral water, Snorkeling gear 
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EXCLUDED: Insurance 

 

 

NATURE & CULTURE TOUR 

TYPE: SHARING TOUR 
MIN PARTICIPANT: 2 PEOPLE 
PICK UP AREA : SENGGIGI & MATARAM 
PICK UP TIME: 08.30 – 09.00  
RETURN AROUND: 17.00 

VISITED OBJECTS: 
is a traditional village which has been known by the surrounding community as a pottery center 

of Lombok. The pottery made by the natives who live here. Using simple tools and clay, the skillful craftsmen in 
this village are able to produce spectacular and useful handmade products without any measurement tool. All of 
it is done with heart. You may watch the process of producing various kinds of pottery and ceramics used in daily 

life. The craftsmen in Banyumulek still retains the traditional burning techniques of straw and firewood to produce 
clay products that comes in various shapes, sizes, colors and functions. They are elaborately molded, baked, then 
painted and decorated with majorly locally sourced dyes. 

a traditional weaved cloth producer on the Lombok island. Traditional techniques simple still done 

by craftsmen, ranging from processing threads (using weights that playing around with the fingers, the ballast is 
shaped like a top made of wood), to be a piece of cloth colorful. Visitors who are interested can also participate 
tried to weave such as women sasak did.

is an authentic Sasak Tribe village. Villagers here still preserve their tradition, from their daily 

activities of making the weavings, farming, and even its indigenous house. You will have the opportunity to enter 
and examine several domiciles, as well as observe the villagers as they go about their day to day life. The people 
are friendly and kind-hearted, and happy to share. It’s scenic and pastoral, and a great opportunity to get up close 
and personal with the unique population of the island. 

has 7.2km coastline has some small hills and one that sits right on the side of the beach is called 

Mandalika Hill. In this area there are other 2 other objects we will visit, Tanjung Aan Beach (which has crystal white 
sand and turquoise water) and Merese Hill. Merese Hill is a small peninsula/headland located on the southern 
coast of Lombok Island. The hill is covered in short grass and rocky outcrop here and there. From atop the hill, you 
can have an unobstructed view of the area. If you look east, you will find the entire beautiful Tanjung Aan Bay, 
with its wonderful beach. To the west, you will find Serenting beach, Elizabeth beach and its several small rocky 
islands. PLEASE BRING CHANGING CLOTHS N GOOD FLIPPER 

is a huge park complex where you can find small lakes, step like green areas and of 

course a Hindu temple with a small shrine and holy water. The water that flows here is supposed to keep you young 
when you drink it and wash yourself with it. This holy place stands impressively in Narmada park which is a 
‘miniature’ of Rinjani mountain. 

INCLUDED: AC coach, English speaking driver, Parking fee, Mineral water 
EXCLUDED: Entrance fee, Meals, Insurance 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

SENDANG GILE TOUR 

TYPE: SHARING TOUR 
MIN PARTICIPANT: 2 PEOPLE 
PICK UP AREA : MATARAM & SENGGIGI 
PICK UP TIME: 08.00 – 08.30 
RETURN AROUND: 18.30 

VISITED OBJECTS: 
 is located on a mountain pass between the West and North Lombok 

regencies. Baun Pusuk forest road look very beautiful, like a winding hilltop with views of lush protected forests 
accompanied by the sounds of nature are amazing. The altitude is much higher at the Lombok Monkey Forest than 
the surrounding coastal towns, which causes thicker, rainforest-like flora to flourish. This makes it a perfect habitat 
for the resident monkeys. 

are two incredible waterfalls in the north of Lombok. The 

waterfalls are located in the town of Senaru, which is the area most people stay before trekking to Mount. Rinjani. 
Sendang Gile is impressive in its own right. It’s a two-tiered waterfall with massive force. Walk through the river in 
cold, ankle-deep water to reach Tiu Kelep Waterfall. Water flows down, seemingly through the wall, only to be 
upstaged by a forceful flow of water that streaks diagonally across the falls. You can swim in the pool beneath the 
waterfall. The water in the pool is crystal clear and has a blue tinge. PLEASE BRING CHANGING CLOTHS N GOOD 
FLIPPER

is located on the slopes of Mt. Rinjani stretches up a hillside spur along a winding road above 

Bayan. The Sasak inhabitant are the cultural guardians of Mountain Rinjani and its surrounding forest and 
safeguard its spiritual values. The most interesting feature of the village is perhaps the presence of Karang Bajo 
(traditional houses). The floor is made of clay and the walls are made of thin woods. Also, the roof is made of 
“Rumbia”. These unique houses are definitely worth a photo shoot! 

is located about 24 km from Mataram downtown or about 10 km from the north-side of Senggigi 

beach. This hilly area offers incredible views with a combination of various natural beauties. When the sky is clear, 
you can enjoy the sunset and at the same time, you can see Gili Trawangan and Gili Meno, two of the three most 
popular Gili in Lombok Indonesia. It is also possible to see Mount Agung at Bali island from distance. 

INCLUDED: AC coach, English speaking driver, Parking fee, Mineral water 
EXCLUDED: Entrance fee, Meals, Insurance 

 

 

SASAK COUNTRYSIDE TOUR 

TYPE: SHARING TOUR 
MIN PARTICIPANT: 2 PEOPLE 
PICK UP AREA : SENGGIGI & MATARAM 
PICK UP TIME: 08.30 – 09.00 
RETURN AROUND: 16.30 

VISITED OBJECTS: 
is considered as a symbol of harmony between Hindu Bali Lombok and Islam Sasak Lombok. 

Pura Lingsar is not a purely Hindu temple. It represents a blending of the Hindu tradition with Wektu Telu, a religion 
practiced by the Sasak people, Lombok's natives. Pura Lingsar is famous for a pool of water in the Wektu Telu area, 
sacred to the deity Vishnu. This pool is home to a family of holy eels, who can be lured out of their hiding spots 



 
 

 

with hard-boiled eggs. The Pura Lingsar houses sacred Rinjani stones and a well with water that comes directly 
from the mountain springs. The water is pleasantly cool and offers you a nice refreshment. 

an eco-green tourism park in Suranadi, Lombok. Located in West Lombok Regency, with 

beautiful view of rice field surrounded by lush green protected forest. It is a fun and educational sight perfect for 
family members.  With a beautiful botanical collection of exotic plants and flowers, the park offers an unforgettable 
view and experience. Through this park, Perama also aim to help Suranadi Village in becoming a self-sustain 
tourism village. Therefore Perama join hand in hand with the local community to achieve the goal, a better future 
for all. By joining this program you will also participating in the social program (part of Perama Center Corporate 
Social Responsibility) as 20% of corporate profit goes it. 

is located quite in the middle of Lombok, about 15 kilometers in linear distance south from the summit 

of the Mount Rinjani. Tetebatu and the surrounding areas are mainly known for its beautiful farmland, rice fields, 
spice gardens and the panorama of Mt Rinjani. Tetebatu was one of the original settlements of Netherlanders in 
Indonesia, and one of their local buildings “Pondok Belanda” can still be found within the Gunung Rinjani National 
Park. 

is known for its wickerwork product of bamboo material located in east Lombok regency. The trained 

villager in the village produces many kind of plaited bamboo handicraft where the skill passed down from 
generation to generation. Various products showcased in the art shops that are in line along the street in the 
village. 

has a long and rich tradition of weaving sarongs. The weaving skill is part of the village’s cultural 

custom. In Pringgasela village, you will see girls doing the weaving cloth process. From twisting, tying to get motif, 
dying, till weaving. All of it is done when they’re free from their household job. Besides newly-made weaving cloth, 
in Pringgasela village you will also find old weaving cloth made from fur that been kept for years. This thing fit to 
you who like to collect old weaving cloths. During your visit in Pringgasela, you can hunt many cloths for various 
functions, such as bed cover, wall decoration, sarong, table cover, and scarf. 

INCLUDED: AC coach, English speaking driver, Parking fee, Mineral water 
EXCLUDED: Entrance fee, Meals, Insurance 

 

 

EXCITING GILI NANGGU TOUR 

TYPE: SHARING TOUR 
MIN PARTICIPANT: 2 PEOPLE 
PICK UP AREA : SENGGIGI & MATARAM 
PICK UP TIME: 08.30 – 09.00  
RETURN AROUND: 17.00 

VISITED OBJECTS: 
is located at the southwestern peninsula of Lombok (Sekotong). The beaches at Gili Nanggu are 

tropical white with crystal clear blue water, perfectly for snorkeling and swimming. There are plenty of beautiful 
coral and colorful fish around. 

 is a small gorgeous island located off the south-west coast of Lombok on the Sekotong peninsula. 

Just off the beach the reef is teaming with life and the coral is varied and colorful a brilliant place to snorkel. On 
the beach there is a nice reasonably priced restaurant to compete your day. 

 is the tiniest island! It is probably not bigger than the size of a tennis court, and has the shape of a 

heart. Due to the share and atmosphere, the island also known as Romantic Island. The island surrounded by white 
sandy beach with clear water. You may see clearly beautiful colorful fishes playing around under the water.  



 
 

 

INCLUDED: AC coach, English speaking staff, Boat, Mineral water, Snorkeling gear 
EXCLUDED: Lunch, Insurance 

 

 

WONDERFUL GILI ASAHAN TOUR 

TYPE: SHARING TOUR 
MIN PARTICIPANT: 2 PEOPLE 
PICK UP AREA : SENGGIGI & MATARAM 
PICK UP TIME: 08.00 – 08.30 
RETURN AROUND: 17.00 

VISITED OBJECTS: 
is a small island on the south-west coast of Lombok. It offers excellent snorkeling with a vibrant, 

shallow coral garden where you can spot turtles around and sea horses. The sea water is very clear and calm and 
the sand is very soft. Aside of the beautiful beach, there is a hill with many coconut trees create a perfect escape 
island.  

 is one of the “secret Gili islands” near Bali is located off the South West Lombok Coast. It's unspoilt 

and largely unheard of. Upon your arrival, you will be welcomed by its pristine beauty; powder soft white sand 
fringed by lush green palm trees, crystal clear turquoise waters. Secret Garden one of the most snorkeling spots in 
this area, has a visibility of about 25 meters, clear enough to photograph a variety of coral reefs and beautiful fish 
milling around us. 

 has a very calm clear sea water as surrounded by small islands around. The house reef right in front 

of the beach offers safe conditions for snorkeling in shallow water. You can see a wide variety of sea creatures such 
as turtles, pipefish, different sea star species, reef fish, nudibranch and sea slugs.  

 The house reef offers decent snorkeling as the reef is full of life with tons of fish around. Instead of 

snorkeling, you may do playing volleyball on the beach, walk around the island or just laying down on the beach. 
The views in this island is mesmerizing with those tail trees, the white sand and the birds singing in the air.  
 is the smallest island among the islands on the south-west coast of Lombok. Bright white sand 

scratched around the island. We can walk around for only 15 minutes.  

INCLUDED: AC coach, English speaking staff, Boat, Mineral water, Snorkeling gear 
EXCLUDED: Lunch, Insurance 

 

 

 

 

 

GILI EXPLORE 

TYPE: SHARING TOUR 
MIN PARTICIPANT: 2 PEOPLE 
PICK UP AREA : MATARAM & SENGGIGI 
PICK UP TIME: 07.30 – 08.30 
RETURN AROUND: 17.00 



 
 

 

VISITED OBJECTS: 
is the biggest island among the three Gillis near the coast of northwest Lombok Island. Gili 

Trawangan is a great place to start snorkeling as the currents are very gentle and you can practice in shallow water. 
Most snorkelers around Gili Trawangan are hoping to swim with the green and hawksbill sea turtles that live here. 
Apart from turtles, you will probably see shoals of surgeonfish, a number of different butterfly fish, groups of sea 
Goldie’s, banded sea snakes, brightly colored false clownfish and a bit further out a variety of wrasse. 

 is the smallest and most tranquil of the three Gili Islands. It is a tropical island where a walk along the 

beach or a leisurely snorkeling trip is about as hectic as it gets. One of the most surprising and beautiful things 
under the turquoise waters of Gili Meno is the underwater sculptures sitting just off shore. The statues consist of 
48 figures, lying down or embracing each other, set in a complete circle called the “Nest”. Each figure is made from 
a real human mold, meaning each one is unique to the rest, with different facial expressions, size and position. The 
idea behind the “Nest” is to provide coral a medium to grow upon, promoting the marine life in this area of the 
island. 

 is the closest island to Lombok Mainland. It has amazing underwater sights beneath the waves. Colorful 

fish are around, they are patterned, dotted, striped and streaked with luminous colors. The coral swayed 
seductively in the water as tiny fish made little popping sounds as they nibbled away. The way the coral seemed 
to breathe and dance was almost as amazing as the fish. 

INCLUDED: AC coach, English speaking staff, Boat, Mineral water, Snorkeling gear 
EXCLUDED: Lunch, Insurance 

 


